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“It is a beautiful city, nobly situated on a commanding bluff 
overlooking the river.” 

—Mark Twain,

Life on the Mississippi

Memphis is still, as Mark Twain famously noted, “a beautiful city, nobly situated on a commanding bluff overlooking the river,” and one building 
commands the skyline of the modern city it has become, overlooking where it’s been and where it’s going.

More than merely a statement, One Commerce Square is a soaring, 29-story exclamation point. A point of pride, of differentiation. A center point. 
A place to make your point.

More than just a building, look at it as a 396-foot marker. A measure of success, of  progress. A place that marks your place in a city.



The things that make Memphis, well, Memphis are steps rather than miles away, a comfortable stroll instead of a complicated drive. Unobstructed 
panoramic views of the Mississippi, the river that put a city here and its great flowing rush of commerce and wide expanse of history, are available 
on three sides. The great green canopy of hardwood forest that shades the city and defines its beauty is visible, unobstructed to the eastern 
horizon. The music we made and continue to make that defines generations is made just down the street, just around the corner, and you’ll feel the 
beat just outside your office door. The most famous of our slow-cooked tastes and the freshest twists of deliciously different are right over there, 
right behind you, and right in front of you.

There is only one place in this town positioned to do business like this. ONLY ONE.



“In 1995, we made the decision to move the AutoZone 
Headquarters to Downtown, and the positive effect of that 
on both our company culture and on our city attracted me 
to the revitalization of One Commerce Square. I believe the 
re-introduction of One Commerce Square will have an equally 
positive effect on its tenants and energize the continued growth 
and development of Downtown Memphis.

The professionalism and experience of everyone involved in Memphis 
Commerce Square Partners  is impressive. Their enthusiasm reflects this 
venture’s importance to all the citizens of Memphis, our hometown. 

This is personal, and each of us is personally committed to the shared success 
of our tenants and to honoring the faith shown in us by an unprecedented show 
of public and private cooperation and support for our effort.”

— J. R. Pitt Hyde, III
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LOCALLY OWNED, 
Locally operated.  



A R C H I T E C T
O F  O N E

f you design one building that changes things, that moves people to use space in different ways, that 
alters views and offers vision, that building becomes an icon.

Say, the Memphis College of Art, for instance, the first building in Tennessee to grace the cover of 
Progressive Architecture.

If you keep designing buildings that do all of that, redefine larger spaces in big ways, you become 
noted.

Noted for the elegant and innovative champagne glass imagery of Memphis International Airport, for 
the amazing and engaging detail of the scale model Mississippi and the park it flows through, for the 
inviting Church of the River that invites land, water and sky into every service. For inspired marriages 
of form and function.

When all of that is expected from you – and provided – you become iconic.
Roy Harrover is iconic. And One Commerce Square is his soaring Downtown business statement. 
Impressive. Handsome. Clean, efficient lines. The look of successful enterprise.
Roy Harrover gave the Central Business District its lasting icon.
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14,771 sf - full floor vacancy

14,246 sf - full floor vacancy

12,912 sf - up to 62,540  contiguous

14,363 sf - up to 62,540 contiguous

14,363 sf - up to 62,540  contiguous

14,363 sf - up to 62,540 contiguous

6,539 sf - up to 62,540 contiguous

*

contiguous available
62,540 SF
up to

(*With relocation of 15th floor tenants)

currently available

91,557 SF

In 2015 One Commerce Square became the 
only downtown office building to attain LEED 
Gold status by the U. S. Green Building Council 
and the second office building in Memphis.

LEED®, or Leadership in Energy & Environmental 
Design provides independent verification of 
a building or neighborhood’s green features, 
allowing for the design, construction, 
operations and maintenance of resource-
efficient, high-performing, healthy, cost-
effective buildings. LEED certification means 
healthier, more productive places and reduced 
stress on the environment by encouraging 
energy and resource-efficient buildings. 
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of the building’s electricity 
comes from renewable sources

100% 

water savings from a  
calculated baseline

33% 

of regularly occupied spaces 
receive natural daylight

82% 

parking rebate for patrons with  
a qualified low-emitting vehicle

20% 

B E N E F I T S  T O  O N E  C O M M E R C E  T E N A N T S

MORE THAN A PLACE TO DO BUSINESS IN MEMPHIS

ONE IS MEMPHIS 
ONE WORKS

F O R  L E A S I N G  I N F O R M AT I O N

PHIL DAGASTINO, JR
+1 901 362 2982
pdagastino@commadv.com

BENTLEY PEMBROKE
+1 901 362 3599
bpembroke@commadv.com
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ONE
Addresses Business

Located at the epicenter of the CBD, One Commerce Square 
offers easy access to the best downtown lunch spots and area 
attractions. The trolley line crosses the front door of the landmark 
office tower providing convenient access to all of the downtown 
amenities.

One Commerce Square offers awe inspiring views of the 
Mississippi River, South Main Arts District, AutoZone Park, East 
Memphis and the Hernando Desoto Bridge that are unmatched 
anywhere else in the city.

One Commerce Square offers an auditorium style 
conference center that is available exclusively for use 
by tenants in the building. With seating for up to 255 
employees or guests, the room is designed to meet your 
conference needs. 

The building ownership is famously local and committed 
to the continued growth and revitalization of downtown 
Memphis. One Commerce Square Partnership is 
passionate about Memphis and dedicated to solidify One 
Commerce Square as a landmark office building for the 
Memphis business community.



LOBBY

• Bank branch 

• Improved seating areas, lighting and finishes 

• After hours security card access for lobb

• Additional security cameras 

• On-site, 24/7 concierge security RESTROOMS

• Upgraded with new finishes and ADA access 

when full floors are renovatedELEVATORS

• Upgraded cabs and new controls to improve 

speed and response times

• Upgraded elevator lobbies and corridors with 

new lighting and finishes when full floors are 

renovated

HVAC

• HVAC Core improvements including one new 

chiller in 2012 and one rebuilt chiller in 2015 to 

complement the new cooling towers added 

in 2010

ENTRANCES

• Monroe & Washburn improvements including 

lighting and enhanced ADA access 

• Enclosed access to the tower from the garage 

and improved ADA access to the garage

CONCOURSE

• Upgraded finishes in restrooms 

• Updated auditorium finishes

GARAGE

• Upgrades to elevators, LED 

lighting, ingress and egress, 

signage and overall graphics

GARAGE

• New window film and 

window treatments with 

better visibility and reflective 

properties 

• New tower roof and anchor 

system 

• Enhanced landscaping and 

lighting

IMPROVING ONE



The trolley right in front of you connects the artists of South Main with The Memphis 
Symphony in the Cannon Center, government offices and courts with Broadway at 
The Orpheum, the innovative and award-winning neighborhoods of Harbor Town and 
Uptown with the imaginative residential conversions of historical buildings all over 
Downtown. 

From emerging cuisine to street fare, steak to sushi, from the international to the very 
local stuffed avocados in the venerable Little Tea Shop, you’ll find your flavor so close 
you can just about taste it.

And when Memphis celebrates, you’ll not only be invited, you’ll be right in the middle 
of it.

THE VIEW FROM  ONE
America’s most famous river runs its course two blocks away, Across 
the street, world-famous ducks march every day to The Peabody 
lobby fountain, and people from everywhere flock to The Rendezvous 
for world-famous ribs across the street from that. America’s music is 
played two blocks away along its birthplace, Beale Street, and one of 
the NBA’s hottest teams plays right next to it in the spectacular FedEx 
Forum. 

Bats crack a block away at AutoZone Park, considered the finest minor 
league ballpark in the country, and fresh-roasted peanuts crack every day 
at the Peanut Shoppe, a funky little sliver of salty local flavor just next door. 

DAN CHANCEY
+1 901 523 3333
dchancey@commadv.com

DERRICK CRUTCHFIELD
+1 901 523 3333
dcrutchfield@commadv.com

One Commerce Square offers an on-site property management office along with a 

building staff of seven full time employees to diligently accommodate the needs of 

building tenants. The depth of knowledge and professional property management is 

unsurpassed in the downtown office market.

The team is led by Dan Chancey who has 26 years of extensive property management 

experience.  Dan takes a proactive, hand’s-on approach to the day-to-day operations of 

the building. He and his staff promptly respond to each and every tenant request and 

need. Dan has a property management assistant that is the first point of contact with 

One Commerce Square’s tenants and maintains solid relationships with the tenants’ 

office managers and other key personnel in the building.

The building’s Chief Engineer, Derrick Crutchfield, has worked with the 

building and its operational systems for 24 years. Derrick’s maintenance and 

mechanical experience with One Commerce Square is unparalleled anywhere 

in Memphis. He oversees the maintenance of all building equipment to achieve 

peak performance and has an incredible rapport with the tenants at One  

Commerce Square. 

PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT T E A M



ONE
COMPLEMENTS YOU

One building understands that successful business has to stay in touch, in close proximity to where things 

happen and in close contact with those who make it happen. Momentum is contagious, and you need to be 

close enough to catch it. Energy is electric, and you have to be close enough to feel the charge.

From here, you can recognize this city’s personality. And this city can recognize you. 

One is close to perfect. AND NOTHING COMES CLOSE. 



For Leasing Information:
Phil Dagastino, Jr. | Bentley Pembroke 

Cushman & Wakefield | Commercial Advisors  

Asset Services | 901-683-0808

www.ONECOMMERCESQUARE.com

Leased and Managed By:

www.COMMADV.com


